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TRENDSETTER YARNS USED:
Poppy (Small Knit) 1/100gr. (left picture)
Poppy (Large Knit) 2/100gr. (on chair)
Poppy (Crochet) 1/100gr. (right picture)
Poppy (One Side Ruffl e/Rev. Stock St.) 1/100gr. (pictured here.)
Trendsetter Needles #10

STITCHES USED:
Garter St.:
KNIT every row.

Rev. Stock St.:
Row 1: (RS) Purl across the row.
Row 2: Knit across the row.

POPPY SCARF VARIATIONS – KNITTING/CROCHET INSTRUCTIONS

POPPY KNIT INSTRUCTIONS GARTER ST: Open up mesh and 
overlap tail on top of the yarn for at least 4 open boxes along the 
top to create a cast on hem. With #10 needle, working from back 
of mesh to front of mesh, put fi rst double open box on needle. Take 
needle and again work from back to front, pick up next open box on 
needle. Repeat for 8sts small/12sts large. 

Work fi rst row in Garter St. working into the back of each stitch on 
the needle to twist stitches and tighten the cast on row. (Remember 
that some of the stitches are doubled because of the cast on hem. 
Make sure to catch both stitches at one time and avoid creating two 
separate stitches.) Work into the back of each stitch across the row. 

Turn work and continue in Garter St. until desired length (1 skein for 
short, 2 skeins for long) and making sure to hem end of fi rst skein 
and beginning of second skein until desired length or enough yarn 
remains to bind off. Bind off on last row until 1 stitch remains. Cut a 
piece of yarn in matching color. Pull yarn through remaining stitch. 
Take both ends of new yarn and tie a knot. With a sewing thread, 
bury the tail to keep Poppy from coming undone. Secure tail.

POPPY KNIT INSTRUCTIONS REV STOCK ST.: Work as for the Garter St. instructions but working in Rev. Stock 
St. so that all ruffl es end up on one side and the back side is perfectly fl at. Scarf will lay close to the body.

POPPY CROCHET INSTRUCTIONS: Take one skein of Poppy and unwind to about ½. Fold in half to create a 
crease. With #H crochet hook, pick up open edge of poppy from front and back of crease. Take mouth of crochet 
hook and move ahead to next open space front and back. Pick up edge of open boxes and pull through open 
boxes on the hook as if to Slip St. them. Repeat with every box along the edge until desired length or scarf is long 
enough. Cut a piece of yarn in matching color. Pull yarn through remaining stitch on hook and knot to secure.

*PAT/POPFREE*


